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What sets BIOZONE’s 
resources apart?
Based on some fantastic feedback 
from our customers, our resources 
have evolved into a “worktext” 
approach which incorporates the very 
best of a traditional textbook with a 
workbook. This provides compact 
lessons that engage students in 
learning and a rigorous yet accessible 
program of work.  We have cost-
effective solutions for all budgets.

BIOZONE’s integrated titles for the Next Generation Science Standards 
(High School) are perfect for those teacher’s wanting to integrate Earth and 
Space Sciences with the traditional sciences (Chemistry, Biology, Physics).

Inspiring better outcomes for our planet through science education

*

* Volume discount only available when ordered directly 
from BIOZONE.

RRP Each $34.95 

$24.95Volume 
Discount 

20+ Books
*

ISBN  978-1-927309-71-1

ISBN  978-1-927309-75-9

Integrated NGSS

Features and Benefits:
• A phenomena-based approach employing the 5E instructional cycle, aligning 

with how students learn science.

• Set Instructional Sequences provide the book structure, enabling seamless 
navigation through the program.

• Full integration of the three dimensions of the CA NGSS enables students to 
deepen understanding of Disciplinary Core Ideas through their use of Science 
and Engineering Practices and application of Crosscutting Concepts.

• Activities provide multiple opportunities for students to use first-hand experience to 
explain phenomena and develop engineering solutions to solve relevant problems.

• Formative and summative assessments address all three dimensions.

• Proficiency in mathematics and computational thinking are strongly supported.

• The California Environmental Principles and Concepts are 
incorporated throughout.

• Understandings about the Nature of Science are supported through the Science 
and Engineering Practices and Crosscutting Concepts.

• Online learning supported through BIOZONE’s resource hub, featuring videos, 
spreadsheet models, weblinks, and 3D models. Online courses also available 
through BIOZONE Academy.

ISBN  978-1-98-856628-3

Each of these phenomena-based titles integrates a 
three-dimensional approach to provide an engaging, 
relevant, and rigorous program of instruction. 
Departing from the more traditional approach of 
BIOZONE’s Standard Series, the Integrated Series 
offers a learning experience anchored in student-
relevant phenomena and problems.

https://www.thebiozone.com/ngss-integrated


Teacher Support 
Materials

Digital Teacher’s Edition

Printed Teacher’s Edition

eBook Teacher’s Edition

NEW

Compare BIOZONE’s eBooks
School Managed Licenses eBook LITE eBook PLUS

eBook 
Teacher’s 
Edition

Embedded Publisher Questions: Students can answer questions online -  -

Additional Teacher & Student Offline Resources: Activities that 
require graphing, drawing, model making, Offline PDFs and spreadsheets -  -

Embedded Resource Hub: Links to YouTube videos, web links, 
spreadsheets, 3D models, online simulations -  

Answers in Place: See all of the suggested answers for each activity - - 

User Notes, Drawing and Mark-up Tools   

Disability Support: Read Aloud (Text-to-Speech)* English only   

Selected Text: Color highlight, Dictionary definition, Access Google search, 
Access Wikipedia lookup   

Find your BIOZONE sales representative: theBIOZONE.com/contactus

Head to: www.the .com /eBooks for more details

https://www.thebiozone.com/contactus
https://www.thebiozone.com/ebooks

